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Abstract
A submerged anaerobic MBR demonstration plant with two commercial hollowfibre ultrafiltration systems (PURON®, Koch Membrane Systems, PUR-PSH31) was
operated using municipal wastewater at high levels of mixed liquor total solids
(MLTS) (above 22 g L-1). A modified flux-step method was applied to assess the
critical flux (JC) at different gas sparging intensities. The results showed a linear
dependency between JC and the specific gas demand per unit of membrane area
(SGDm). JC ranged from 12 to 19 LMH at SGDm values of between 0.17 and 0.5
Nm3 h-1 m-2, which are quite low in comparison to aerobic MBR. Long-term trials
showed that the membranes operated steadily at fluxes close to the estimated JC,
which validates the JC obtained by this method. After operating the membrane for
almost two years at sub-critical levels, no irreversible fouling problems were
detected, and therefore, no chemical cleaning was conducted.
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method; submerged anaerobic membrane bioreactor

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been increased interest in assessing the feasibility of the
anaerobic treatment of municipal wastewater at ambient temperature conditions. This
interest focusses on the sustainability advantages of anaerobic rather than aerobic
processes, i.e. low sludge production due to the low anaerobic biomass yield; low
energy consumption because no aeration is needed; and the generation of biogas which
can be used as an energy resource. The total greenhouse emissions of this technology
are, therefore, low because low energy consumption indirectly means low gas
emissions. The main challenge of anaerobic biotechnology is to develop treatment
systems that prevent biomass loss and enable high sludge retention times (SRT) in order
to offset the low growth rates of anaerobic biomass at ambient temperatures (Lin et al.,
2010). In this respect, anaerobic membrane bioreactors (AnMBR) are a promising
technology for municipal wastewater treatment. Furthermore, the membrane separation
process allows high organic loading to be obtained with municipal wastewater, since
low COD levels are remedied by high treatment flow rates in small reaction volumes:
something not possible with classical anaerobic systems (UASB and EGSB). However,
operating membrane bioreactors with high SRTs may mean operating at high mixed
liquor total solid (MLTS) levels: one of the main constraints of using membranes (Judd,
2010). These high MLTS levels contribute to membrane fouling: the key issue of
membrane technology. Fouling decreases membrane permeability (K) and increases
operating and maintenance costs (Chang et al., 2002). It is important to emphasise that
AnMBR systems enable membranes to operate at MLTS levels higher than in aerobic
MBRs because anaerobic MBRs do not have the oxygen transfer constraints that limit
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MLTS levels in aerobic MBRs (Stephenson et al., 2000). In this respect, a considerable
reduction in the design operating volume can be achieved in comparison with the
volume required in aerobic conditions.

The key operating challenge in AnMBR technology is to optimise membrane
operating in order to minimise any kind of membrane fouling and thereby increase the
membrane lifespan. The gas sparging intensity in each operating range is a key
operating parameter that must be optimized in order to minimise both investment and
operating costs in AnMBR systems. Several strategies to control fouling (Liao et al.,
2006; Vallero et al., 2005; Dvořák et al., 2011) aim to optimise filtration whilst
minimising investment and operating costs. One such strategy is based on using
membranes in sub-critical filtration conditions. These conditions are limited by the
critical flux (JC): a quantitative filtration parameter defined firstly as “the flux below
which no fouling occurs” (Bachin et al., 1995), or as “the flux below which a decline of
flux with time does not occur; above it, fouling is observed” (Field et al., 1995). On the
basis of these definitions, two different concepts have developed. In the “strong”
concept, critical flux (JCS) is defined as the flux below which membrane performance is
equal to its ability to treat clean water under same operating conditions. In the “weak”
concept, critical flux (JCW) is defined as the flux (not necessarily the same as the cleanwater flux) below which the transmembrane pressure (TMP) and J are not directly
related.

Different methodologies to determine JC have been reported in literature, the fluxstep method being the most common (Le-Clech et al., 2003; Guglielmi et al., 2007; van
der Marel et al., 2009). This method enables JC to be determined in a wide range of
operating conditions, mainly in relation to the level of MLTS or gas sparging intensity,
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usually measured as specific gas demand per unit of membrane area (SGDm). MLTS
level and gas sparging intensity have both been identified as the factors that affect JC
most. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that the JC resulting from the flux-step
method cannot be used to estimate the critical flux of full-scale systems operated
continuously because it is a short-term estimate usually made off line (Le-Clech et al.,
2003).

Several published studies provide the JC of both aerobic and anaerobic MBRs on a
laboratory scale (Guglielmi et al., 2006; Jeison et al., 2006; Delgado et al., 2008).
However, further studies are needed in order to determine the JC of submerged AnMBR
(SAnMBR) technology on a semi-industrial scale. Moreover, the effect of the main
operating conditions on membrane fouling cannot be evaluated properly at the lab scale
because they depend heavily on the membrane size. In hollow-fibre (HF) membranes in
particular the HF length is a critical parameter. Therefore, since membrane performance
cannot be scaled up directly from laboratory to plant dimensions, especially in the case
of HF-based technology, further studies of HF-SAnMBR technology on an industrial
scale are needed in order to facilitate its design and implementation in full-scale
wastewater treatment plants (WWTP).

To gain more insight into the optimisation of the physical separation process in a
SAnMBR system on an industrial scale, our study evaluated the critical filtration
conditions of industrial HF membranes. In order to obtain robust results that can be
extrapolated to full-scale plants, a SAnMBR system featuring industrial HF membrane
units was operated using effluent from the pre-treatment of the Carraixet WWTP
(Valencia, Spain). The main objective of this study was to assess the ability of the fluxstep method to predict the critical flux in continuous full-scale HF-SAnMBR operations
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and validate the JC values obtained during the long-term operating of membranes in subcritical conditions. Furthermore, the effect of the gas sparging intensity on both
membrane performance and JC was studied whilst operating the membranes with high
levels of MLTS.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Demonstration plant description

Figure 1a shows the HF-SAnMBR demonstration plant used in this study. It
consists of an anaerobic reactor with a total volume of 1.3 m3 (0.4 m3 head space)
connected to two membrane tanks each with a total volume of 0.8 m3 (0.2 m3 head
space). Each membrane tank has one industrial HF ultrafiltration membrane unit
(PURON®, Koch Membrane Systems (PUR-PSH31) with 0.05 µm pores). Each module
has 9 HF bundles, 1.8 m long, giving a total membrane surface of 30 m2. Normal
membrane operating consists of a specific schedule involving a combination of different
individual stages taken from a basic filtration-relaxation (F-R) cycle. Besides classical
membrane operating stages (filtration, relaxation and back-flush), two additional stages
were also considered in membrane operating: degasification and ventilation (Giménez et
al., 2011).

Figure 1b shows the flow diagram of the HF-SAnMBR demonstration plant. It is
fed with the effluent from the Carraixet WWTP pre-treatment (screening, degritter, and
grease removal). After further pre-treatment in the rotofilter (RF) and homogenisation in
the equalisation tank (ET), the wastewater is pumped to the anaerobic reactor (AnR). In
order to improve the stirring conditions of the anaerobic reactor and to favour the
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stripping of the produced gases from the liquid phase, a fraction of the produced biogas
is recycled to this reactor. The sludge is continuously recycled through the external
membrane tanks (MT) where the effluent is obtained by vacuum filtration. In order to
minimise the cake layer formation, another fraction of the produced biogas is also
recycled to the membrane tanks from the bottom of each fibre bundle.

For further details about this SAnMBR demonstration plant see Giménez et al.
(2011).

2.2. Demonstration plant monitoring

Numerous on-line sensors and items of automatic equipment were installed in order
to automate and control demonstration plant operations and provide on-line information
about the state of the process. Specifically, the on-line sensors assigned to each
membrane tank consist of: 1 pH-temperature transmitter (Endress+Hauser Orbisint
CPS11D Memosens); 1 level indicator transmitter (Endress+Hauser Waterpilot
FMX167); 1 flow indicator transmitter for the mixed liquor feed pump (Endress+Hauser
Promag 50W); 1 flow indicator transmitter for the permeate pump (Endress+Hauser
Promag 50P); and 1 liquid pressure indicator transmitter to control the TMP
(Endress+Hauser Cerabar M PMC41). The group of actuators assigned to each
membrane tank consists of a group of on/off control valves which determine the
direction of the flow in order to control the different membrane operating stages
(filtration, back-flush, relaxation…), and 3 frequency converters (Micromaster Siemens
420). Each frequency converter controls the rotational speed of the permeate pump
(JUROP VL02 NBR), the mixed liquor feed pump (CompAir NEMO), and the
membrane tank blower (FPZ 30HD).
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Besides the on-line process monitoring, in order to assess the performance of the
biological process, 24-hour composite samples were taken from influent and effluent
streams, and grab samples of anaerobic sludge were taken once a day. The following
parameters were analysed daily in influent stream: total suspended solids (TSS); volatile
suspended solids (VSS); volatile fatty acids (VFA) concentration; carbonate alkalinity
(Alk); and nutrients (ammonium (NH4-N) and orthophosphate (PO4-P)); the following
parameters were analysed daily in effluent stream: VFA concentration; carbonate
alkalinity; and nutrients (NH4-N and PO4-P); and the following parameters were
analysed daily in mixed liquor: total solids (MLTS); volatile solids (MLVS); VFA
concentration; carbonate alkalinity; and nutrients (NH4-N and PO4-P). The total and
soluble chemical oxygen demand (CODT and CODS, respectively) were determined
once a week in both influent and effluent streams, and mixed liquor. In addition, the
total and soluble biological oxygen demand (BODT and BODS, respectively) were
determined once a week in both influent and effluent streams in order to get an idea of
the aerobically biodegradable fraction of organic matter that is anaerobically removed in
the system.

2.3. Demonstration plant operation

The start-up of the demonstration plant was carried out with biomass inoculum
(40% of the working volume) coming from a full-scale anaerobic digester.

The long-term operation of this SAnMBR system was conducted at different SRTs
(from 30 to 70 days), hydraulic retention times (HRTs) ranged from 6 to 26 hours, and
organic loading rates (OLR) between 0.3 and 1.1 kgCOD m-3 d-1. The temperature
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varied from 33 to 17 ºC. The pH of the mixed sludge throughout this period ranged from
6.5 to 7.1. The MLTS level ranged from around 10 to 30 g L-1. With regard to the
physical separation process, J20 was varied from 9 to 13.3 LMH, with SGDm values
from around 0.23 to 0.33 Nm3 h-1 m-2. The cross-flow sludge velocity over the
membrane surface was set to 3.6 mm s-1, giving a sludge flow rate through the
membrane module of 2700 L h-1. The membrane operating mode was: a 300-second
basic F-R cycle (250 s filtration and 50 s relaxation), 30 seconds of back-flush every 10
F-R cycles, 40 seconds of ventilation every 10 F-R cycles, and 30 seconds of
degasification every 50 F-R cycles.

The specific operating conditions corresponding to the short-term trials were: an
SRT of 70 days; controlled temperature of 33 ºC; and a MLTS level in the sludge fed to
the membrane tank of 23 g L-1.

Important to highlight is the wide variation in the anaerobic reactor influent loads
during the experiment (i.e. 186 ± 61 mg L-1 of TSS or 388 ± 95 mg L-1 of Total COD),
reflected by the high standard deviation of each parameter.

2.4. Analytical methods

2.4.1. Analytical monitoring

Total solids, volatile solids, total suspended solids, volatile suspended solids, CODT
and CODS, BODT and BODS, NH4-N, and PO4-P were determined according to
Standard Methods (2005) and using the following approaches for each parameter: 2540
B, 2540 E, 2540 D, 2540 E, 5220 B and 5220 D, 5210 B and 5210 C, 4500-NH3 G, and
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4500-P E, respectively. Carbonate alkalinity and VFA concentration were determined
by titration according to the method proposed by WRC (1992). The methane fraction of
the biogas was measured using a gas chromatograph equipped with a Flame Ionization
Detector (GC-FID, Thermo Scientific). 1 mL of biogas was collected by a gas-tight
syringe and injected into a 30 m x 0.319 mm x 25 μm HP-MOLESIEVE column
(Agilent Technologies) that was maintained at 40 ºC. The carrier gas was helium at a
flow-rate of 40 mL min-1. CH4 pure gas (99.9995%) was used as standard. Particle size
distribution was obtained using a Mastersizer2000 coupled to a Hydro 2000SM (A) with
a detection range of 0.02 to 2000 µm.

2.4.2. Modified flux-step method and membrane performance indices

The 20 ºC-normalised membrane permeability (K20) was calculated using a simple
filtration model (Eq. 1) that takes into account the on-line monitored data of TMP and J.
This simple filtration model includes temperature correction (Eq. 2) to account for the
dependence of permeate viscosity on temperature (Rosenberger et al., 2006), and
therefore the normalised flux (J20) was obtained by using Eq. 4. Total membrane
resistance (RT) was theoretically represented by the following partial resistances (Eq. 3):
membrane resistance (RM); cake layer resistance (RC); and irreversible layer resistance
(RI).
(Eq. 1)

(Eq. 2)

(Eq. 3)

(Eq. 4)
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In our study, JCW (critical flux in the weak definition, as stated before) was
determined by applying a modified flux-step method based on the method proposed by
van der Marel et al. (2009). This modified method (see Figures 2a and 2b) establishes
successive flux-steps analogous to the common flux-step method. The duration of the
filtration stage was set to 15 minutes. The flux-step size was arbitrarily set to a J20 of
1.22 LMH, and downward flux-stepping was started when a maximum TMP threshold
value was reached (0.4 bars). In order to reduce the effect of reversible fouling on JCW
calculations, a relaxation stage of 15 minutes was inserted between each flux-step. The
relaxation stages were conducted using the same SGDm as in the filtration stages. In this
study, five flux-step tests were carried out at an SGDm of 0.17, 0.23, 0.33, 0.4 and 0.5
Nm3 h-1 m-2.

In a way similar to the approach suggested by several authors (Stephenson et al.,
2000; Le-Clech et al., 2003), the data processing of the results from the flux-step
method used the derived parameters shown in equations 5 to 8. Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 give the
average values of TMP and K20 for each flux-step (Jn), respectively. Eq. 7 is the
difference in TMP at the same J20 between upward flux-stepping and downward fluxstepping (see Figure 2c). The fouling rate (Eq. 8) was calculated as the increase in TMP
in individual filtration stages.
(Eq. 5)

(Eq. 6)

(Eq. 7)

(Eq. 8)
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3. Results and discussion

This study entailed short-term and long-term trials. In the short-term trials, SGDm
ranged from 0.17 to 0.50 Nm3 h-1 m-2, whilst J20 varied from around 9.5 to 20.5 LMH.
In these short-term trials the MLTS level in the anaerobic sludge entering the membrane
tank was 23 g L-1. It must be emphasised that the MLTS level in the membrane tank
increased according to the ratio between the membrane tank sludge intake and the net
permeate flow rate (the MLTS level in the membrane tank was around 26 g L-1).

3.1. Short-term trials: Effect of SGDm on membrane performance

Figure 3 shows the results of the short-term trials of both TMPAVE and KAVE,20
obtained by applying Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, respectively. As Figure 3a shows, the effect of J20
on TMPAVE becomes evident at levels of above 13 LMH, there being no obvious
relationship below this level. This behaviour highlights the need to optimise the
physical separation process at every operating range, since considerable energy savings
could be achieved. For instance, Figure 3a shows that it is theoretically possible to
operate the membranes at SGDm of 0.17 Nm3 h-1 m-2 when operating at a J20 of less than
13 LMH: a value far lower than the lower threshold in the typical operating range for
aerobic processes suggested by the membrane supplier (0.3 Nm3 h-1 m-2). This figure
shows that the higher the J20, the greater the effect of SGDm on TMPAVE. When J20 is
higher than 13 LMH, an increase in SGDm from 0.17 to 0.33 Nm3 h-1 m-2 affects
TMPAVE considerably but a further increase to 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2 has no significant effect
at J20 values lower than 15.8 LMH. Thus, an SGDm of 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2 would only be
needed at J20 values of more than 18 LMH. It must be said that the maximum SGDm
studied (0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2) is lower than the upper threshold in the typical operating range
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for aerobic processes suggested by the membrane supplier (0.7 Nm3 h-1 m-2).

Figure 3b shows how at similar J20 values the resulting KAVE,20 decreases as SGDm
decreases. A flux of J20 = 15.8 LMH, for instance, resulted in a KAVE,20 of 70, 90, and
110 LMH bar-1 at an SGDm of 0.17, 0.33 and 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2, respectively. It must be
said that the K20 values predicted by these short-term trials are quite high taking into
account the relatively high J20 applied and the low SGDm applied. For instance, the K20
values of full-scale aerobic MBR plants treating domestic wastewater are generally
between 150 and 250 LMH bar-1, whilst the applied SGDm is usually higher when
operating at similar J20 values (Judd, 2010). On the other hand, it is well known that K20
depends considerably on the applied SGDm. This dependency is related mainly to the
contribution of the reversible fouling component (related to RC) to the RT. In this
respect, the higher K20 obtained in the series of experiments conducted with an SGDm
level of 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2 was related to the lowest cake layer formation rate. It must be
said that according to the conceptual filtration model, two different effects determine
RC: the cake layer formation rate (due to the filtration process) and the cake layer
removal rate (due mainly to biogas sparging). Thus, at an established MLTS
concentration the cake layer removal efficiency decreases as SGDm decreases. In this
respect, long-term operating with a considerable amount of cake layer on the membrane
surface throughout successive filtration stages could result in a higher propensity to
irreversible fouling (related to RI), due to greater cake layer formation and consolidation
on the membrane surface.

3.2. Short-term trials: Effect of SGDm on JCW

Figure 4a shows the fouling rates (calculated using Eq. 8) during the short-term
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trials carried out at a MLTS of 23 g L-1 and different SGDm levels. This figure shows the
effect of the gas sparging intensity upon the membrane fouling rate at different values of
J20. It can be seen that there is a minimum J20 value (around 13 LMH) below which the
fouling rate seems to be independent of both J20 and SGDm. However, when J20 was
above 13 LMH then the effect of J20 on the fouling rate declined when SGDm increased.
For instance, at a J20 of 12 LMH it is theoretically possible to operate membranes subcritically with a gas sparging intensity of 0.17 Nm3 h-1 m-2, a value that has to be
increased to 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2 in order to achieve a J20 of 19 LMH. These results predict
that it is theoretically possible to maintain sub-critical filtration conditions (i.e. to
operate at sustainable J20 values) when operating membranes at quite high MLTS levels,
without applying a prohibitive SGDm.

As mentioned before, these results confirm that the optimisation of the physical
separation process in every operating range will result in significant energy savings in
HF-SAnMBR systems. On the other hand, Figure 4b shows JCW to be directly related to
SGDm at the selected operating conditions. This relationship predicts that it is
theoretically possible to operate membranes sub-critically when J20 is between 12 and
19 LMH, and when SGDm ranges from 0.17 to 0.50 Nm3 h-1 m-2. Thus, a considerable
increase in J20 can be achieved in sub-critical filtrations conditions by increasing SGDm
just slightly.

Table 1 summarises some of the JC values found in literature under different
operating conditions: membrane type and pore size, wastewater feed, MBR system,
operating MLTS level, and air/gas sparging intensity. In contrast with other
publications, results from our study revealed JC to be closely related to SGDm, as shown
by the linear regression in Figure 4b. The high pseudoplastic behaviour of the sludge at
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high MLTS levels must be mentioned. In this respect, a considerable decrease in sludge
viscosity was recorded by a rotation viscometer (from about 8000 to 400 cp) when the
velocity gradient was increased (from 0.1 to 5 s-1, respectively). This non-Newtonian
behaviour of sludge may explain the significant increase in JC when SGDm increased.
Guglielmi et al. (2007) observed a slight dependency under aerobic conditions for
MLTS concentrations of 10 g L-1. The JC values obtained by these authors were higher
than those obtained in this study due to the lower operating MLTS level and the higher
SGDm applied. These results tally well with the behaviour observed in this study, which
showed that above a certain SGDm value the fouling rate becomes independent of J20 at
a specific MLTS level. Howell et al. (2004) obtained critical flux values ranging from
10 to 20 LMH (aerobic MBR, MLTS of 20 g L-1, and upward airflow velocity (UG)
between 25 and 200 mm s-1). These results are in agreement with the JC values obtained
in our study (carried out under similar conditions). Nevertheless, it is important to
highlight that the results in Table 1 were obtained in laboratories and cannot, therefore,
be automatically applied directly to full-scale plants since the effect of gas sparging
upon membrane fouling depends considerably on fibre length and hydrodynamic
conditions in membrane tanks.

These results confirm the need to optimise the gas sparging intensity for both every
operating range and every membrane operating mode. As mentioned before, this
enables not only considerable energy savings but also adequate long-term operating
since it is possible to minimise the onset of irreversible fouling problems. In this
respect, the main operating factors affecting membrane fouling should be also assessed:
frequency and duration of the physical cleaning stages (back-flush and relaxation);
treatment flow rate (which affects the J and thus the sub-critical filtration conditions);
MLTS levels, which also affect the sub-critical conditions considerably; and cross-flow
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sludge velocity, which affects not only the removal of the cake layer but also the MLTS
level in the membrane tank. Hence, it is essential to control the gas sparging to ensure
adequate membrane scouring and thereby optimise the economic feasibility of HF
membranes in SAnMBR systems.

3.3. Short-term trials: Effect of SGDm on residual TMP

It has been observed by other authors that an increase in the average TMP
(ΔTMPAVE) at identical J20 can be obtained, between upward flux-stepping and
downward flux-stepping (see Figure 2c). This increase could be related to “how much
gas scouring is able to mechanically limit the extent of irreversible fouling due to the
overcoming of the critical flux” (Delgado et al., 2008). Despite non-clear dependencies
having been observed in our study between both ΔTMPAVE and J20 in each flux-step, a
direct dependency between the final ΔTMPAVE and the JCW20 obtained in each shortterm trial was observed (see Figure 4c). As shown in this figure, the higher the JCW20
obtained, the higher the residual TMP at the end of the short-term trial. This dependency
reveals that SGDm values higher than those resulting from the flux-step method are
needed in order to minimise the possibility of membranes being irreversibly fouled
during long-term operating. In this respect, membranes operating continuously at J20
levels similar to the theoretical JCW20 values calculated for the flux-step method could
result in the incomplete removal of the cake layer from the membrane surface. This
incomplete removal increases the propensity of the cake layer to consolidate on the
membrane surface, thus irreversible fouling may tend to increase. Hence, a higher
SGDm might be necessary when membranes are operated under near-critical conditions.
For this reason, a critical flux security factor (ζCF) for long-term operation is
recommended in our study. The ζCF values range from 0 to 1 (0.75 to 0.95 is the range
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recommended in our study). This factor multiplies the JCW20 value obtained in
experiments, setting an operating J20 lower than the critical value predicted by the fluxstep method. Hence, the main aim of this ζCF is to operate membranes sub-critically in
order to minimise the possibility of irreversible fouling problems.

3.4. Long-term trials: Assessment of sub-critical filtration conditions

As mentioned before, it has been pointed out by several authors that the JC resulting
from the flux-step method cannot be used to estimate the critical flux in continuously
operated full-scale systems because it is usually determined during a short-term
experiment normally carried out off-line. However, this limitation was reduced in our
study because the flux-step method was carried out with industrial membranes operating
with real municipal wastewater and, therefore, with a biomass population and mixed
liquor properties similar to those expected during long-term membrane operating. In
addition, the following limiting factors related to the membrane size have been
overcome: (1) membrane length, which is well-known to affect not only shear
conditions and gas sparging efficiency, but also the TMP needed due to the axial
pressure differential; (2) packaging density, which affects the hydrodynamics of the
membrane tank considerably, and specifically the space inside the membrane package
structure; and (3) the grade of lateral movement, which is affected considerably by the
membrane module length and contributes to removing the cake layer. Thus, differences
between the theoretical JC values (calculated using the flux-step method) and those
observed in long-term experiments have been reduced in this study. Hence, the
membranes were seen to operate steadily at fluxes close to the theoretical JC value.

Different long-term trials were carried out in order to assess the performance of
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membranes at specific sub-critical conditions similar to those expected in full-scale
plants (i.e. variations in MLTS levels, variations in influent loads, etc). Figure 5 shows
the K20 obtained in the long-term trials carried out with a J20 value of 10 LMH (Figure
5a) and 13.3 LMH (Figure 5b). The SGDm in these long-term trials was 0.23 and 0.33
Nm3 h-1 m-2 respectively. The JCW20 of these SGDm and MLTS of 23 g L-1 resulted in 13
and 15 LMH, respectively. This figure also includes the MLTS level of the sludge fed to
the membrane tank throughout the experimental periods. As mentioned before, this
MLTS level increased in the membrane tank (up to 5 g L-1) according to the ratio
between the sludge flow-rate entering the membrane tank and the net permeate flow
rate. It is important to note the considerable variation in MLTS levels (from around 22
to 30 g L-1) in the SAnMBR system throughout the long-term trials, due to considerable
fluctuations in the influent load (i.e. 186 ± 61 mg L-1 of TSS). This figure shows the
considerable effect of MLTS levels on K20 during the two experimental periods using
different J20. Every variation in the MLTS level was inversely reflected in the K20.
Nevertheless, even with high MLTS levels (up to 25 g L-1), K20 remained at sustainable
values (above 100 LMH bar-1). This figure also shows that stable MLTS concentrations
give quite stable K20 values. The stability of K20 could be attributed to the low TMP
achieved during this period (around 0.1 bars), which illustrates low membrane and cake
layer compression, resulting in a stable RM value and an RC value that only depends on
the thickness of the cake layer, respectively. Moreover, the K20 improved when the
MLTS decreased (see Figure 5b), which indicates the absence of an irreversible fouling
component (related to RI) on RT. Therefore, only the dynamic component RC was
detected in this experimental period.

The results of this study suggest that sub-critical filtration conditions together with
an adequate schedule of the different physical cleaning stages of membranes (relaxation
17

and back-flush) enable long-term membrane operating and minimise the possibility of
irreversible fouling problems. On the other hand, operating membranes with a suitable
ζCF value could minimise the appearance of filtration problems. In this study, a ζCF
ranging from around 80 to 90% was established for both 10 and 13.3 LMH long-term
trials. It is a well-known fact that working with a ζCF could cause the design of MBR
plants to be overdimensioned since a higher total filtration area is required for a specific
J20. However, this larger filtration area causes an increase in the membrane lifespan.
Hence, a reduction in replacement and maintenance costs can be achieved. In this
respect, after almost two years of operating the membranes at sub-critical levels, no
irreversible fouling problems were detected, even at high MLTS levels.

Figure 6 shows the TMP profile obtained during the long-term operating period, as
well as the MLTS level in the anaerobic sludge fed to the membrane tank. Both TMP
and MLTS level are referred to its daily average value. This figure illustrates how the
TMP was maintained at low values (around 0.1 bars) even for high MLTS levels (up to
25 g L-1). Above this value, the TMP showed a sharp increase when the critical filtration
conditions were exceeded. In fact, the TMP reached considerable high values (above 0.3
bars) for MLTS levels around 30 g L-1. It is important to emphasise that it was possible
to operate membranes at low TMP with relatively low SGDm values (around 0.23 Nm3
h-1 m-2), even at high MLTS levels (up to 25 g L-1).

The membranes therefore required non-chemical cleaning, mainly due to both
operating in sub-critical filtration conditions and establishing an adequate membrane
operating mode. However, further research is needed in order to gather more
information about different operating conditions, information which will be necessary in
order to carry out an exhaustive economic analysis of the proposed technology in
18

comparison with existing technologies.

Finally, with regard to the biological process performance, in general low effluent
VFA concentrations (< 30 mg COD L-1), as well as significant methane-rich (over 70%
v/v) biogas productions were observed (around 100 L d-1 in average), which evidenced a
suitable biological process performance. Overall, high treatment efficiencies in term of
COD removal were achieved (around 85 %). Further details on the biological process
performance of this SAnMBR system can be found in Giménez et al. (2011).

4. Conclusions

The results of this study suggest that HF-SAnMBR technology is promising for
municipal wastewater treatment since it can consume less energy than aerobic MBRs. A
linear dependency between the JC and the SGDm was observed. At MLTS above 22 g L1

, JC ranged from 12 to 19 LMH at quite low SGDm values compared to aerobic MBRs

(between 0.17 and 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2, respectively). Long-term trials suggested that
operating in sub-critical filtration conditions and an adequate operating mode can result
in adequate and sustainable membrane performance.
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Appendix

Distribution of the mean particle size in the anaerobic reactor mixed liquor (see
Figure A.1).
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Figure and table captions

Figure 1. (a) General view of demonstration plant and (b) flow diagram. (Nomenclature: RF: rotofilter;
ET: equalization tank; AnR: anaerobic reactor; MT: membrane tank; DV: degasification vessel; CIP:
clean-in-place; P: pump; and B: blower).
Figure 2. Schematic representation of: (a) the modified flux-step method; (b) derived parameters; and (c)
the increase in TMP at the same J between the upward flux-stepping and the downward flux-stepping.
Figure 3. Results of short-term trials with an SGDm of 0.17, 0.33, and 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2: (a) effect of J20 on
TMPAVE; and (b) effect of J20 on KAVE20.
Figure 4. Results of short-term trials: (a) effect of J20 on membrane fouling rate with an SGDm of 0.17,
0.23, 0.33, 0.4 and 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2; (b) effect of SGDm on JCW20; and (c) effect of JCW20 on ΔTMPAVE.
Figure 5. Long-term operating in sub-critical filtration conditions: (a) J20 of 10 LMH and SGDm of 0.23
Nm3 h-1 m-2; and (b) J20 of 13.3 LMH and SGDm of 0.33 Nm3 h-1 m-2.
Figure 6. Long-term operation: evolution during the operating period of TMP and MLTS. (Experimental
period: (i) J20 of 13.3 LMH and temperature of 33 ºC; (ii) J20 of 10 LMH and temperature of 33 ºC; (iii)
J20 of 12 LMH and temperature of 25 ºC; (iv) J20 of 13.3 LMH and temperature of 20 ºC; and (v) J20 of 11
LMH and ambient temperature (spring and summer season, from 20 to 30 ºC); and (vi) J20 of 9 LMH and
ambient temperature (autumn and winter seasons, from 30 to 15 ºC)).

Table 1. Critical flux: some experimental values found in literature. (Nomenclature: FS: Flat-Sheet; HF:
Hollow-Fibre; MLTS: mixed liquor total solids level; JC,20: 20 ºC-normalised critical flux; UG: upward
gas/airflow velocity; (A/G)R: air/gas rate; and S(A/G)Dm: specific air/gas demand per m2 of membrane
area).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1. (a) General view of demonstration plant and (b) flow diagram. (Nomenclature: RF: rotofilter;
ET: equalization tank; AnR: anaerobic reactor; MT: membrane tank; DV: degasification vessel; CIP:
clean-in-place; P: pump; and B: blower).
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(a)

(b)

25

(c)
Figure 2. Schematic representation of: (a) the modified flux-step method; (b) derived parameters; and (c)
the increase in TMP at the same J between the upward flux-stepping and the downward flux-stepping.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 3. Results of short-term trials with an SGDm of 0.17, 0.33, and 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2: (a) effect of J20 on
TMPAVE; and (b) effect of J20 on KAVE20.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 4. Results of short-term trials: (a) effect of J20 on membrane fouling rate with an SGDm of 0.17,
0.23, 0.33, 0.4 and 0.5 Nm3 h-1 m-2; (b) effect of SGDm on JCW20; and (c) effect of JCW20 on ΔTMPAVE.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Long-term operating in sub-critical filtration conditions: (a) J20 of 10 LMH and SGDm of 0.23
Nm3 h-1 m-2; and (b) J20 of 13.3 LMH and SGDm of 0.33 Nm3 h-1 m-2.
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Figure 6. Long-term operation: evolution during the operating period of TMP and MLTS. (Experimental
period: (i) J20 of 13.3 LMH and temperature of 33 ºC; (ii) J20 of 10 LMH and temperature of 33 ºC; (iii)
J20 of 12 LMH and temperature of 25 ºC; (iv) J20 of 13.3 LMH and temperature of 20 ºC; and (v) J20 of 11
LMH and ambient temperature (spring and summer season, from 20 to 30 ºC); and (vi) J20 of 9 LMH and
ambient temperature (autumn and winter seasons, from 30 to 15 ºC)).
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Table 1. Critical flux: some experimental values found in literature. (Nomenclature: FS: Flat-Sheet; HF:
Hollow-Fibre; MLTS: mixed liquor total solids level; JC,20: 20 ºC-normalised critical flux; UG: upward
gas/airflow velocity; (A/G)R: air/gas rate; and S(A/G)Dm: specific air/gas demand per m2 of membrane
area).
Membrane
(type)

Pore Size
(µm)

Influent
(type)

MBR
(type)

MLTS
(g L-1)

JC,20
(LMH)

UG
(mm s-1)

(A/G)R
(Nm3 h-1)

S(A/G)Dm
(Nm3 m-2 h-1)

FS

0.22

Synthetic

UASB

0.3 - 0.55

30 - 50

--

--

--

FS

0.4

Synthetic

Aerobic

20

10 - 22

25 - 200

--

--

FS

0.4

Municipal

Aerobic

8

17.5

--

1.5

8.6

FS

0.8

Municipal

Aerobic

8

29.5

--

1.5

8.6

FS

0.2

Municipal

Aerobic

8

41.5

--

1.5

8.6

FS

0.45

Synthetic

Aerobic

10

25

300 - 600

--

--

FS

0.37

Municipal

Aerobic

14

5

--

0.18

--

FS

0.1

Municipal

Aerobic

10

50

--

0.4

--

Tubular

0.2

Synthetic

Aerobic

3

10

--

0.36

1.9

Tubular

0.2

Municipal

Aerobic

3

10

--

0.36

1.9

Tubular

0.2

Synthetic

Anaerobic

25

16 - 22

97 - 195

--

--

Tubular

0.2

Synthetic

Anaerobic

35

3-6

55 - 195

--

--

HF

0.1

Domestic

Aerobic

12 - 19

19

--

--

--

HF

0.4

Domestic

Aerobic

10 - 18

20

--

--

--

HF

0.04

Municipal

Aerobic

10

25 - 31

--

20.9 - 69.6

0.3 - 1.0

HF

0.04

Municipal

Aerobic

10

28

--

37.8

0.35

HF

0.05

Municipal

Anaerobic
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50 - 160

5 - 15

0.17 - 0.5
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